National DNA Database and psychiatric patients

The advent of DNA analysis as a powerful tool for crime detection has led to the creation of England and Wales’s National DNA Database (NDNAD). This is one of the world’s largest databases of DNA information, storing profiles of nearly 5 million individuals. We write to raise a concern about the potential impact of this database on people with mental disorders.

The NDNAD has long been the subject of scrutiny and criticism with regard to how DNA profiles are collected and retained and from whom. This is because the current regulations on DNA profile collection mean that the NDNAD includes DNA profiles of a large number of people who have never been convicted of any crime. These DNA profiles are currently retained indefinitely. This practice was challenged in the European Court of Human Rights who found England and Wales to be in breach of the European Convention on Human Rights. In light of this, both the current and previous UK governments have signalled their intention to enact reform but as yet there has been no change in legislation.

Some groups, including young Black men, are known to be overrepresented on the database and we are concerned that those with mental health problems, a vulnerable group of people, are similarly affected. This issue has been largely unexamined and there are no estimates for the number of people with mental disorders on the NDNAD. However, in 2008, 9% of mental health in-patients were admitted via the criminal justice system. Furthermore, studies of individuals in prison and on remand have concluded that mental disorder is extremely common in these populations, with respective rates of 90% and 63%. It would be surprising if the population of those on the NDNAD were not to broadly reflect this state of affairs.

It is arguable that a person with mental health problems who has a profile on the NDNAD despite being without criminal conviction is not only disadvantaged but also criminalised. This is a potentially unhelpful outcome for the process of engagement and recovery. We have concerns about how some patients come to be on this database. Patients arrested as a direct result of their mental state may find themselves on the database despite being diverted into mental health services without charge. Given that police powers allow that reasonable force may be used to take a DNA sample without consent, a disturbed and oppositional patient may be injured in the process. There is also lack of any formal pathway for removal from the NDNAD, which is at present difficult to navigate.

The new UK coalition government has undertaken to adopt the current Scottish model whereby DNA profiles of those arrested but not convicted are retained for 6 years only. DNA profiles of those convicted will be kept indefinitely as before. This reform would go some way to addressing our concerns.

We would welcome a debate among clinicians on the issues surrounding mental health patients and the National DNA Database.
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Not with a bark
It was a great relief to read Professor Burns’ editorial concerning the loud silence around the separation of in-patient and out-patient consultant care. The dogs have certainly not barked, not even growled.

This is the largest single change in clinical practice in my working life and appears to go against the grain of other developments. There is no evidence base for it, nor could it be described as patient-centred. The past two decades of enquiries have often pointed to discontinuity of care and communication problems as potential risks, and both are likely consequences of ‘functionalisation’. There may well be positive outcomes with regard to in-patient care, but I believe these could have been achieved without reducing the quality of community care.

Consultants are an expensive resource and I wonder whether the future will see reduced numbers of senior medical professionals working mainly as psychopharmacologists with in-patients, whereas the community service is provided by other disciplines alongside primary care. Is this the way psychiatry ends, not with a bark but a whimper?

1 Burns T. The dog that failed to bark. Psychiatrist 2010; 34: 361–3.

Gary S. Hosty Community Psychiatrist, Telford, UK, email: hosty@tinyworld.co.uk
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A plea for re-illusionment

Burns' *cri de coeur*¹ about the thoughtless severing of inpatients from community responsibility will strike a chord in colleagues of his demographic. Our generation saw the special contribution of the consultant psychiatrist as encompassing continuity of care across time and space in ways unique to our discipline. We hoped to see our patients holistically through the vicissitudes of illness, recovery, health and relapse, creating, when things went well enough, a deep life-enhancing mutual knowledge. Yes, we were spread thin, the workload was tough at times, and Jacks of all trades (psychotherapy, group and systemic therapy, psychopharmacology) must sometimes give way to master-craftsmen. But has psychiatry traded an easier life for a diminishing and less satisfying role? How long before an impoverished state finds our profession largely redundant? Are we in danger of becoming our own grave-diggers? Or is all this merely nostalgia seasoned with generational grumpiness? Re-illusionment please!

1 Burns T. The dog that failed to bark. *Psychiatr* 2010; 34: 361–3.

Jeremy Holmes Visiting Professor, Department of Clinical Psychology, University of Exeter, UK, email: j.a.holmes@btinternet.com
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Because of the mental disorder . . .

Short-term detention for mental disorder under the Mental Health (Care and Treatment) (Scotland) Act 2003 requires an approved medical practitioner to certify that a condition specified in Section 44(4)(b) of the Act is met: namely that ‘because of the mental disorder, the patient’s ability to make decisions about the provision of medical treatment is significantly impaired’. Many practising clinicians will realise that there are myriad reasons why patients with mental disorder will not, for example, take necessary medication. These include family attitudes and previous adverse experiences, as well as factors caused by the mental disorder itself such as delusional beliefs. Clinical discussions surrounding a recent tribunal I attended have crystallised this for me.

Was it really the view of the Scottish Parliament that a patient who refuses medication for a severe psychotic exacerbation on grounds not actually caused by this illness should remain untreated?

Stephen J. Carey Consultant in Adult Psychiatry, NHS Fife, Scotland, UK, email: stephen.carey@nhs.net
doi: 10.1192/pb.34.11.497a

How many is too many?

I write in response to the letter from Neelam & Williams.¹ The authors are responding to the paper by Singhal et al,² who elicited the views of service users and providers with regard to separate consultant teams for in-patients and out-patients. Neelam & Williams described the use of a third team – the crisis resolution home treatment team (CRHTT), saying that this team performs a vital role in the period between discharge from the in-patient team and the patient being sufficiently well for safe and effective transfer into the community mental health team (CMHT). The most consistent theme that emerged from Singhal et al’s study was the difficulties in continuity of care and maintaining the therapeutic relationship when patients moved from the in-patient to the CMHT. It seems rather bizarre that Neelam & Williams contend that the problem can be ameliorated by introducing yet a third team into the discontinuity between in-patient and out-patient care. Neelam & Williams note that patients often asked to remain permanently under the care of the CRHTT and it seems probable that these patients are seeking a return to the more traditional model of continuity of care from one single team.

I write as a trainee psychiatrist who has worked only in generic psychiatric teams that care for patients whether they are in-patients or living in the community. In my experience, these teams provide high-quality care and encounter no difficulties in continuity and maintaining therapeutic relationships. Perhaps an advocate of New Ways of Working³ could explain to me the advantages of an ever-increasing ‘specialist team’ approach as opposed to the ‘one patient, one team’ model?


Gemma Fleming CT2 Psychiatry Trainee, Aberdeen, Scotland UK, email: gemma.fleming@nhs.net, John Eagles Professor, Consultant Psychiatrist (General Adult Psychiatry), Corrihill Hospital, Aberdeen.
doi: 10.1192/pb.34.11.497b

Psychiatrists behaving badly?

The reason why many of us choose psychiatry as our specialty is that we like the human touch of medicine. To a large extent this is our strongest attribute, but as O’Leary et al⁴ have demonstrated, quite perversely it is this affinity that also leads to our failing in the areas we should excel in, namely relationships with colleagues and patients as well as good clinical practice. The implications of the numbers of psychiatrists being referred to the National Clinical Assessment Service (NCAS) should not be underestimated not least to themselves but also to mental services as a whole. Coupled with the recruitment problems in junior training posts and the relative inability to make our specialty attractive to medical undergraduates,² we are likely to store further problems of recruitment to consultant posts, something that has dogged our profession for many decades but none more so than in the 1980s and 1990s. Elsewhere in the journal, Burns articulates his concerns on how the consultant’s role lacks definition,³ a factor that might well influence our performance and our attitude to others, as well as others’ to us. My sense is that we need some creative thinking around how we might promote our specialty, while simultaneously ensuring that our colleagues are supported in the right manner during their stressful years of practice. In this regard, O’Leary et al’s call for the College to review the continuing professional development (CPD) programme is not inappropriate, but as the CPD Committee has just set out a new policy⁵ it could be some time before the next policy comes round. There is evidence
Routine outcome measures in liaison psychiatry

Jacobs & Moran, 1 in their article enthusiastically supportive of the use of Health of the Nation Outcome Scales (HoNOS) as a routine outcome measure, recommend ‘mild coercion’ by trust managers to improve completion rates. They acknowledge the bluntness of the instrument and its inappropriateness in some specialist services but fail to consider that it may be totally inapplicable in some psychiatric specialties, one of which is liaison psychiatry.

The authors state the truism that for HoNOS to be considered an outcome measure, there need to be paired ratings. Liaison psychiatry services see patients mainly in emergency departments (A&E) and in-patient medical units. The A&E assessments are mainly one-off assessments where paired assessments are inapplicable. The average stay for acute care in the UK is about 6 days; 2 thus there are few patients on medical wards where paired ratings with a space of at least 2 weeks between them are possible.

Another problem in using HoNOS as an outcome measure, even in the few cases where it may be possible, is the nature of consultation—liaison work. The consultations are often directed at the referring medical team, examples including clarifying a complex capacity situation or advising on change in psychopharmacology in patients with organ impairment. Even when the consultation is patient-focused the interventions are not necessarily aimed at bringing about symptomatic change in a short period of time. Thus, HoNOS would at best fail to capture relevant outcomes and at worst seriously misrepresent the effectiveness of liaison psychiatry teams.

This is not to say that outcome measures are not important in liaison psychiatry but they need to be smarter. Operational definitions for consultation outcomes that focus on the effectiveness of individual consultations should be agreed — such an approach has been recently studied by a Brazilian group. 3 Quality of liaison psychiatry services should be judged by looking at consultation outcomes and performance standards such as those recently published by the Psychiatric Liaison Accreditation Network. 4


Gopinath Ranjith Consultant Liaison Psychiatrist, Department of Liaison Psychiatry, St Thomas’ Hospital, London, UK, email: Gopinath.Ranjith@kcl.ac.uk
doi: 10.1192/pb.34.11.498

Women in academic psychiatry: view from India

Dutta et al 1 discuss various reasons for underrepresentation of women psychiatrists in senior positions across academic medicine from high-income countries. We would like to share our experience from India as a representative of low-income countries.

Over the past few decades, the number of women psychiatrists in India has been on the rise and they constitute about 15% of the total number of psychiatrists. However, most of them work in junior positions, with only about 10% in senior positions. 2 The women psychiatrists in India are represented in different health sectors such as general hospital psychiatric units, psychiatric hospitals and the office-based practice. The majority of the premier medical schools of the country have women faculty but mostly in junior positions. Some also head academic departments in different parts of the country, and a few have headed a medical school in the past. Some of the women psychiatrists in the country have also taken leadership roles in areas of child psychiatry, suicide prevention, community psychiatry, rehabilitation of patients with schizophrenia and issues related to women’s mental health. A few have held the position of the President of the Indian Psychiatric Society, the national body of psychiatrists. Although the Indian Journal of Psychiatry, the official journal of the Society, has never had a woman editor, some of the journals published by the constituent zones of the national Society did have women editors. One of them, the Journal of Mental Health and Human Behaviour, is edited by a woman psychiatrist. Critically seen as a whole, the original articles and some case reports make the


J. S. Bamrah Director of CPD, Royal College of Psychiatrists, London, email: jsbamrah@aol.com
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Is the assessed capacity increased with the seriousness of what is at stake?

In Re T,\textsuperscript{1,2} the Court of Appeal had to consider the case of an adult Jehovah’s Witness who refused treatment. A pregnant woman was involved in a car accident and, after speaking with her mother, signed a form of refusal of blood transfusion. After the delivery of a stillborn baby, her condition deteriorated, therefore a Court order was obtained in order to legalise a blood transfusion on the grounds that it was in the woman’s best interest. In this case the Court of Appeal addressed the question related to capacity, life-threatening situation and right to refuse a medical treatment, particularly in relation to the degree of risk involved in a particular decision: ‘What matters is that the doctor should consider whether at that time he had a capacity which was commensurate with the gravity of the decision. The more serious the decision, the greater the capacity required.’ It is interesting to consider, as pointed out by Buchanan,\textsuperscript{3} ‘What principles then govern the practice, described in Re T, whereby the level of capacity required for competence rises in proportion to what is at stake?’ In other terms, is the assessed capacity required for legal competence increased with the seriousness of what is at stake? Perhaps the assessment of capacity has to consider the importance, the risk and the gravity of the decision that the patient has to make. Following this train of thought, maybe different standards of competence are needed in order to ensure that genuine choices are being made.

Buchanan & Brock\textsuperscript{4} were more inclined to sustain this view in terms of capacity, whereas Culvert & Gert\textsuperscript{5} and Wicclair\textsuperscript{6} found the idea of different standards of competence more paternalistic-oriented. Culvert & Gert argued that the capacity related to the degree of risk was against the principle of ‘symmetrical competence’ and pointed out that the change of external risk can potentially change the status of a person from competent to incompetent, ‘a fact inconsistent with the idea that competence is a genuine attribute of a person’.

\textsuperscript{1} Re T (adult) (refusal of medical treatment) [1992] 4 All ER 649, (1992) 9 BMLR 46, CA.
\textsuperscript{2} Re T (adult) (refusal of medical treatment) [1992] 4 All ER 649.

\textbf{Margherita Tanzarella} Specialty Doctor, Surrey and Border Partnership NHS Foundation Trust, email: TMargherita@sabp.nhs.uk, \textbf{Salvatore Marco Mura} Specialist Trainee Registrar Year 3, South West London and St George’s Mental Health NHS Trust.
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**Inconsistencies in Section 136 assessments**

Liz Tate\textsuperscript{1} rightfully mentioned that there are junior trainees attending to the Section 136 assessments, despite clear guidance in the Mental Health Act Code of Practice that it should be done by Section 12(2)-approved doctors. Further to that, the Code states that a reason should be documented for divulging from the aforementioned practice. In most places this practice of assessments by a non-Section 12(2)-approved doctor is a protocol and a norm.

Every directorate and trust has its own local policies, keeping the Code of Practice as standard. For the formulation of a local policy, representatives from multiple agencies such as police, accident and emergency departments, ambulance services, Social Services and mental health services formulate guidelines for the fluidity of the process of Section 136 assessments. Timescales are set for the completion of these assessments and are regularly reviewed.

There are provisions for middle tier or consultant cover to facilitate the Section 136 assessments. Despite these arrangements, there are units where the attendance of non-Section 12(2)-approved doctors is the first port of call for such assessment; after a detailed history has been taken from the patient, the Section 12(2)-approved doctor is contacted and the assessment completed. Furthermore, it is known that there are places where non-Section 12(2)-approved doctors discharge patients after having discussions over the telephone with a Section 12(2)-approved doctor. It has also been found
that there are times when patients are admitted to in-patient beds under Section 136 for more than 48 hours, for example because the concerned Section 12(2)-approved doctor is reluctant to come out to complete the Section 136 assessment out of hours. There are few places where the Code of Practice is scrupulously followed and Section 12(2)-approved doctors are the first port of contact.

It makes you wonder that despite being a part of the legal system, Section 136 is very poorly managed as compared with the other sections of the Mental Health Act. There is no unitary form for Section 136 assessment documentation and no accountability for the assessments and detention of persons on Section 136. The time is right to make amends for this varied practice and for measures to be taken to get it right.

1 Tate L. Inexperienced trainees doing more Section 136 assessments (e-letter). Psychiatrist 2010; 26 July (http://pb.rcpsych.org/cgi/eletters/34/7/26#F1OIA47).

Khurram Sadiq Locum Consultant Psychiatrist, Greater Manchester West Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust, email: khurramlodhi74@hotmail.com, Rupali Acharya, C.T2 Psychiatry, Trafford.
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Can making physical healthcare policies more readable improve healthcare standards?

Gonzalez et al have pointed out an interesting omission in the form of poor physical healthcare monitoring in routine psychiatric practice and there is evidence from various local and national audits2,3 that it is not restricted to just the outpatient settings. The authors have also rightly picked up on key barriers to the implementation of physical healthcare monitoring in psychiatric settings, namely unclear responsibilities, competing demands on limited resources and liability issues. We believe that, for a start, this can be addressed by having readable, succinct and unambiguous physical healthcare policies.

Tosh et al4 examined the physical healthcare policy documents of the three mental healthcare trusts in the north sector of the East Midlands Strategic Healthcare Authority in detail. We found significant disparities between the policies in terms of size, readability, external references and reading cost. All the policies incorporated vague language in their directives and none could be read swiftly. It is only fair to make a reasonable observation here that if a policy cannot be accessed or is unfocused or vague, then it will be ignored.

Multiple layers of guidance and variation between deaneries, trusts and teams also complicate the situation. This leads to confusion and lack of confidence between team members as to which policy to follow. The result is a huge wastage of money from duplication and undermining of the ability of the policy to deliver its objectives.

A collaborative effort at the national level could produce a simple, clear and succinct policy for physical healthcare of people with serious mental illness. We believe that the Royal College of Psychiatrists is in a unique position to take a lead on this very important aspect of patient health and well-being. There are already themes emerging from research that it is an area which is very important to the patients, carers and their families alike. A clear national policy statement from the College should dispel current confusion, policy fatigue and waste.


Waqas A. Khokhar Specialty Registrar, Radbourn Unit, Royal Derby Hospital, Derby, email: waqasskhokhar@doctors.org.uk, Graeme Tosh Specialty Registrar, Nottinghamshire Healthcare NHS Trust, and Andrew Clifton Research Fellow, Institute of Mental Health, University of Nottingham.
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A fishy business

Has anyone else noticed that the epigram at the start of this paper1 is incorrectly attributed? It does not express a Taoist idea, and is not the kind of thing Lao Tsu would have written. Unfortunately, I have not been able to locate the original source. For example, it does not appear in the Oxford Dictionary of Quotations (where 20 reliable quotes from Lao Tsu are listed). At least one website also wrongly lists Lao Tsu as the author, and another refers to the quotation as a Chinese proverb, but a third calls it an English proverb. (I have been wondering if the original author might actually have been contemporary, an Oxfam official for instance.) I have checked again through Lao Tsu’s Tao Te Ching, the only work of his that survives. ‘Give a man a fish . . . ’ definitely does not appear. Indeed, the only (sole) reference to fish comes in Chapter 60: ‘Governing a large country is like frying a small fish; you spoil it if you poke it around too much’. It occurs to me that a number of politicians, including particularly the Secretary of State for Health, might wisely take note of that point. What are the chances of them taking the bait?


Larry Culliford author (reired psychiatrist), the Royal College of Psychiatrists, West Sussex, email: auud26@dsl.pipex.com
doi: 10.1192/pb.34.11.500a
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